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My Tiger Story

by Tom Clare

I had been looking to buy a sports car I paid $3468.00 Canadian Dollars in
and as my money grew I decided to November 1965. A couple of days later,
buy new, instead of used. I went from I came to drive it home after a cab ride
there, but I met Lucas “the
Sprite, passed
MGB 1967-1980 “Tube aMG’s
Prince of Darkness” for
and
-Type” Rear Axle
the first time. One sealed
Triumphs and
“clunk” Reduction
beam was burnt out on
settled on an
this brand new car.
Austin
Healy
		
by Tom Hodgson
3000. I once
The sales staff had the
saw a picture of
Since our cars in North America
garage next door install a
a Tiger at the
are now close to forty years old, it
non British sealed beam as
New York car
should not be surprising to have
the dealership was closed.
occasional problems to solve. (MG’s show.
On the way home I drove
were not shipped here after 1980 so
through a construction
Driving
around
we do not see the later models that
zone
for a subway with
in
my
mother’s
seem common in Britain.) In the
car on a Sunday night, I stopped at a lots of other cars and four hundred yards
case of my 1970 “B” tourer there
was a significant clunk heard at gear Sunbeam dealer to look at an Alpine. later I was stopped with a flat rear tire.
This red car was a Tiger and the only I figured it out, where things were and
changes or other speed changes.
one there. On Monday, I returned and changed the wheels. A week later “Lucas
My “navigator” seemed to notice
heard the engine run. That was it! I had “struck the other British sealed beam.
this every time we went out as if to
to have it.
suggest it be fixed without delay.
		
continued on page 2
continued on page 3
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Ask Ed!

by Ed Taccone

It happened at the HBCC barbecue held
at Mary and Jean-Louis’ place. All who
attended must have noticed the voluble
and amazing Norm Redpath wearing a
slouch hat.
Now it so happened Mr. Hawkeye Alan
Sands had his eyeballs
fixed on that slouch hat
and promptly turned
towards me and asked,
I wonder if Norm
knows the reason why
that hat he’s wearing
is turned up? Does
anybody know why?
So
being
the
considerate person that I am, I fulfilled
Alan’s curiosity by immediately taking
the opportunity to ask Norm, “Do you
know why the hat you’re wearing is
turned up on one side?”
Of course Norm being Norm replied in
his usual studious form of word power,
“‘Cause I bought it like that!!” Also
giving us a show of the diversity of his

hat. “See looks like a pirate hat now, or
turn it 180 and I can sun tan one side of
my face at a time.”
By this time Alan was using so much
energy from laughing so hard, Marlies
had to get him a couple more pieces
of a dietician’s worst
nightmare - a pastry time
bomb.
Eventually Norm buckled
under Alan’s persistence if
he knew why the hat was
turned up on one side and
so the question was asked
for ASK ED to explain.
Q1: Norm asked, “Ok, why is this hat I’m
wearing turned up on one side?”
A1: The hat you are wearing Norm, is a
Victorian Mounted Rifles, also known as a
Slouch Hat and is strongly associated with
Australian identity. Australia has had a
slouch as standard issue headwear since the
late Victorian Era.

continued on page 3
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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My Tiger Story... continued from page 1
About one week after I purchased I won a lot at the strip and really enjoyed
the Tiger I became 20 years old on blowing the doors off sixties muscle cars.
November 24, 1965.
My Hemi and Ford friends called me
“Tiger Tom”. Sometimes for honour, I
let it go in a street race. My friends and
I made $287.00 in one race against a six
pack 440 road runner. Corvettes stayed
away from me like the Tiger was the
Plague!! I wanted to beat them, but they
didn’t want to be humiliated! The car
was always user friendly and consistent.
My wife could drive a stick well, but she
was not a racer. Once she came home
and I knew something was different. I
asked her what’s up and Debi said there
My dealer did not know anything about was a Camaro that bothered her at some
any options, but a Sunbeam dealer who lights, he wanted to have a go at the
raced a Cobra at Mosport helped me Tiger. “What happened?” I asked. She
with any LAT options over a couple replied “I blew his doors off!!
years. I got a hardtop, headers, 3.55
limited slip, the cam with springs, intake
and Holley Carb, Tiger valve covers and
dual point distributor. The engine revved
much higher and the thing I should have
changed but didn’t, came through the
floor and hit my right foot. With the
floor welded, a high performance clutch
and a 5 bolt steel bell housing the Tiger
was set to prowl.
After watching clowns ding each other’s
cars at a track day, I decided drag racing
was safer for the Tiger. The dealer said The Tiger never went back to the track
the cheater cam shaft has the same when a six point roll cage was the rule
lift and duration but moved the valves for cars turning those times.
quicker and with the Ford hi-po springs I moved to Erin, outside of Toronto and
everything would be fine.
bought property. We became house poor
Unfortunately, one valve went through for a while and I stored the Tiger in its
one piston. The 260 was gone. I moved Tiger garage for a few years while our
everything over to a hi-po block with three children grew up, played hockey
three 4-bolt mains and a 6 bolt Lakewood and soccer.
bell housing. I dropped the rear axle I retired, sold some building lots and
to 4.55. The Tiger was turning high started to restore and put the Tiger on my
eleven’s!! Its best time was 11.75 on the Bucket List. The Tiger was cleaned down
only 13 inch retread slicks I could find.

to the bare metal, repaired, strengthened
and bucket list enhanced. I have all my
original parts and more if I ever want
to return it back to “Plain Jane” Tiger.
I believe if Chrysler hadn’t stopped the
Tiger and maybe it had continued with
someone else, more options and changes
would have happened.
My Tiger has four bolt mains on all
five positions on a World Block, with
H rods and forged crank. It is neutrally
balanced with the best parts made. It
has aluminum heads with 2.080 valves
and 235cc runners. The 750 Holley is a
blow through carb sitting on 371 cubic
inches or 6.2 litres. A Howard’s .688 lift
solid roller cam, times the engine. There
is a three way love fest going on with the
engine, cam and the third member, the
14 pound VR-4 Paxton supercharger.
The sound is unbelievable!
People stare when they hear the car. The
power goes through a built up T-5 from
astro Performance called an A-5. Dale
from San Bernadino supplied the large
disc brake set. Craig from Paradise, in
San Marcos supplied the Paxton. The
Tiger had 47,845 miles on the speedo
by July 2014. My kids bought me a GPS
speedometer for father’s day. It is the cat’s
bum. No speedo cable to play with, it is
accurate and gives different modes on its
LED screen. From 0-60 times, elevation,
time, compass headings, ¼ mile speed
and times, trips and mileage.
			
Note from the Editor:

Tom Clare

This article first appeared in the March/
April 2015 Issue of Tiger Tales, Volume
45, No 2., California Association of Tiger
Owners. The HBCC thanks Tiger Tales and
Tom Clare for the opportunity to reprint
this interesting article.

Tom’s Tiger continues to Roar at July 1st, Strawberry Festival

A number of HBCC members enjoyed
attending the Classic Car Show July 1st
Strawberry Festival held at the Caledon
Fairgrounds, Tom and Debi Clare’s 1966
Tiger won Best Non-North American
Car.
Ed and Sandra Taccone’s white 1957
Morris Minor 1000 also won third place
in Non-North American Class.
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Ask Ed... continued from page 1

History has it that the Slouch Hat began
with the Victorian Mounted Rifles, a hat
of similar design had been worn in South
Africa by the Cape Mounted Rifles for
many years before 1865.
The design of the Victorian Mounted
Rifle originated from headgear of native
police in Burma where LieutenantColonel Tom Price had recognized its
value. The Victorian hat was an ordinary
bush felt hat turned up on the right side.
The intention of turning up the right
side of the hat was to ensure it would not
be caught during the drill movement of “
shoulder arms” from “order arms”.
By 1890, State military commandants
had agreed that all Australian forces,
except the Artillery corps, should wear
a looped up of uniform pattern that was
turned up on the right side in Victoria
and Tasmania, and on the left side in all
other States to allow for different drill
movements.
Q2: A short while back and I believe
it may have been Jean-Louis who asked,
in my estimation a vital question about
rotating radial tires.
A2: I may have said straight rotation for
radial tires front to rear and rear to front
but I didn’t clarify further as this method
is only used for directional tread pattern

August 2015

which is called a straight rotation.
Further tire rotation example is front
wheel drive vehicles which places braking,
steering and driving forces resulting in a
much faster wear rate for the front axle
tires. Tire rotation for these vehicles
therefore becomes very important
for optimum tire life. The “Modified
Drive Rotation”. The modified cross
pattern provides the best results and
can be performed on any front or rear
wheel drive vehicle equipped with 4
non directional tires. (As stated before
directional tires must be rotated from
front to rear only.)
Please note free rolling axle tires are
crossed and installed to the drive axle,
while the drive axle tires are brought
straight to the free rolling axle(without
crossing).
Also an important mention are vehicles
with permanent 4 wheel drive and those
with on command 4 wheel drive and
driven mainly in 4 wheel mode are best
suited to a four tire cross rotation. With
this pattern, tires from both axles are
crossed and installed on the opposing
axle. Jean-Louis hope I have redeemed
myself.
Q3: Children ask the most difficult
questions. We had friends over Friday

evening and Dave and I were discussing
the pictures of Pluto that have been on
the news lately and wondered what other
planets were in our Galaxy that no one
knows about. Just as we finished our
discussion to take a sip, little Cooper asked
what is a Galaxy?

A3: Well I think we did our best with
this response. A galaxy is a very huge
collection of stars, like your room full of
smarties. Galaxies can be much, much
further away, so that even birds can’t fly
to. The little boy showed his acceptance
of the explanation with a resounding
“WOW!”
Enjoy and hope to see you all soon.
			

Ask Ed

MGB 1967-1980 “Tube -Type” Rear Axle “clunk” Reduction... continued from page 1

In Ontario, we typically have our cars in
storage for five or six months of the year.
I do not drive mine during the “salt”
season. After all one major restoration is
enough fun for quite a while. This offseason is when we do any repairs that
require significant time or effort. If it
takes a week or more in winter it does
not matter.
The obvious items were checked first: wire
wheel splines, possible loose suspension
and axle parts, drive-shaft “u” joints and
the nuts holding the brake drum to the
hubs. When none of these produced any
results a very expensive, new or more
likely, a used axle was considered. The
fact that any used axle would also be a
similar age, its likely condition was cause
for concern.
It was clear from consulting my various
manuals that work could be done on
the early Banjo axles but not on the
Page 3 HBCC Newsletter August 2015

later ones like mine. The manuals I have good news is that it is usually caused by
are: Haynes MGB Workshop Manual, worn out, inexpensive thrust washers.
Lindsay Porters Guide to MGB Purchase Replacement is fairly easy but does
and D.I.Y. Restoration (note to North require that the axle shafts and rear cover
Americans D.I.Y., a common term be removed.”
in Britain it means “Do It Yourself ”),
Clymer-MGA and MGB Shop Manual.
Clearly any work on the “tube-type” axle
used after 1967 needed special tools to
even dismantle the differential at all.
The diagram shown on page 4 is typical
of the ones from several manuals. This
one is from Haynes MGB Workshop
Manual.
By chance at this time a new Moss Motors
catalogue (Moss of California) arrived
from a local agent. On the page headed
Late Rear Axles was the following note.
The parts purchased for this work. The
“MGB rear axle assemblies are rugged, special axle shaft puller is on the lower right.
long wearing units. However, with high
mileage, they develop a very annoying
continued on page 4
and expensive sounding “clunk”. The 		
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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MGB 1967-1980 “Tube -Type” Rear Axle “clunk” Reduction... continued from page 3

continued on page 5
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MGB 1967-1980 “Tube -Type” Rear Axle “clunk” Reduction... continued from page 4

I could hardly believe what I was
reading. How could it be that this
could be done on the Tube-type axle?
Their parts drawing left no doubt
which axle was being discussed. They
were correct about the cost in that
the thrust washers could be delivered
to my agent in Ontario for less than
$5 each. I did decide to buy the
special axle puller Moss was offering
in place of factory tool 18G284D. I
concluded that there was little to lose,
as the total cost would be quite low. If
a significant improvement resulted, it
would be well worth the effort.
Since the manuals all said this axle
needed to be serviced by a dealer, there
were no instructions available. Some
simple instructions were included
with the thrust washers when they
arrived from Moss but little in the way
of pictures. Moss were very specific
about fitting the differential carrier
saddles and end spacers in exactly the
way they were before dismantling.
I had by this time realized that the two
types of axles used on the MGB had
very similar looking differential units.
I was able to use to the fine pictures
of the Banjo axle differential repair
shown in Lindsay Porters“Guide
to Purchasing and Restoring the
MGB.”

If any larger it will not enter the
spline tube. After trying some threequarter sockets which were too large
on the outside diameter, I found
that a 33 mm. half inch drive trailer
wheel-nut socket fitted very well.
This was convenient since my torque
wrench is half-inch drive too.
The axle nuts will be tight. They
were set at 150 foot/lbs. of torque.
Be careful not to pull the car off the
axle stands when loosening them. A
puller of suitable size will be needed
to remove the hubs from the axle.

the four bolts the brake backing plate
can next be removed with the linings
attached in one piece. A special axle
shaft removal tool is fitted to the end
of the axle and then tapped out with
a heavy pull hammer.
Careful heating of the bearing
housing was required to have the
bearing come out freely from its
housing. Careful because work is
being done within a foot of the
gas-tank and lines. Apply the same
method to removing the second axle
shaft. It was decided at this point to
raise the car and move the axle stands
to the front spring attaching brackets.
This allows the axle to drop lower
for better access. The nuts around
the differential housing can now be
removed.
Set aside the parking brake bracket,
noting the two correct “longer” bolts
for refitting.

Hub Puller in use.

Moss had given the suggestion of
marking the differential bearing
saddles so that they can be fitted at
the same side and the same way up.
A small punch proved useful for these
marks. When removing the saddles
and withdrawing the differential, be
careful to make sure the spacers are
not mixed.

To begin the work the car must be
Axle Shaft and bearing removed
firmly sitting on good axle stands.
The wheels are removed followed
by the four bolts holding the brake
drums in place. Long needle nose
pliers are needed to remove the split
pin that is fitted through the axle
shaft nut. This must be pulled out
through the hole in the wire-wheel
spline. Some difficulty may be found
when fitting a socket to axle shaft
Brake back plate removed in one piece
bolts. These are an odd size such that
Letting the oil drain completely
a special tool is normally used. The Now loosen the brake line and the
socket must fit the nut but be no brake cable. The line can be capped
more than 45 mm. outside diameter. to prevent dripping. By removing 		
continued on page 6
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Unique Hair Regeneration Product

I would like to praise the gentleman
on the right for hiding his magnificent
head of hair with the famous door
knocker hat and allowing the
gentleman on the left to promote his
new addition.

Note From the Editor:
British Driven is thriving! The
articles we receive from our HBCC
members are remarkable and reflect
the diverse interests of our Club
members.

Yes it’s true, I underwent a hair If you have a story you would like
transplant. I think the results are really to share with your fellow readers,
please contact me at newsletter@
cool, don’t you?
headwatersbritishcarclub.org
Yours truly.
		
Sincerely, Angela
Renewed

MGB 1967-1980 “Tube -Type” Rear Axle “clunk” Reduction... continued from page 5
used to help hold the gears in place
long enough to push the pin into
place. I suggest marking the metal at
end of the roll-pin with a small chisel
to prevent its later movement

Fit the brake drums. Reconnect the
brake cable using new split pins.
Reassemble the brake fluid lines and
bleed the system. The axle stops are
re-fitted then the wheels. There was
clearly much less free movement at
the wheels. Although at this age some
free-play between the Crown-wheel
and pinion is likely.

A new gasket was used on the
differential housing and new oil seals
fitted to the axle shafts. Otherwise,
assembly is the reverse of dismantling.
Driving now is much more pleasant
New oil put into the axle.
without the annoying “clunks”. In
fact the result is quite remarkable.
Differential removed and parts set in the
The last check after a run was an
correct placing.
inspection to ensure there were no
oil leaks from the axle or wheel area.
They must be fitted in their correct
locations. With the differential out
of its housing, the small roll-pin must
be removed from the pinion shaft
gear then with light tapping the shaft
itself can be removed. The Letting
the oil drain completely. two copperbronze thrust washers were well worn
while the fiber ones from the larger
differential gears had completely
disintegrated with only a few scraps
left.
Care must be used when refitting the
copper-bronze washers as these are
very easily damaged. Since their cost
is low, I recommend buying an extra
one just in case. Getting all the parts
to hold in place while refitting the
pinion pin is tricky. Grease can be
Page 6 HBCC Newsletter August 2015

Cover plate cleaned and ready.

I am now waiting for someone to tell
me what I must have done wrong
without the “stretching” tool or
When bringing the axle nuts up to whatever is required. Am I to expect
the 150 foot/lbs of torque a little some new problem in the future as a
extra might be needed in order to result?
fit the split pin through the nut.
New gasket ready for the cover plate

		
Tom Hodgson
visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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Further to Tom Hodgson’s MGB 1967 -1980 ‘Tube Type” Rear Axle “clunk” reduction

														by Bill Tully

I recently used Tom’s instructions and easily solved the
beginnings of a “Clunk’ that was developing in one of my
1978 MGBs.
I found that the method as described by Tom was quite easy
and took me about 6 hours to complete.
In advance of doing the repair I purchased the following parts:
2 - 267-130

Thrust washers

2 – 267-140

Different Thrust washers

1- 296-2120
was brittle

Rear Differential Cover Gasket….the old one

2- 120-700
Wheel seals….may have been able to get
by without these but wheel seals wear and the likely hood of
compromising the seal during disassembly and re-assembly
justified getting new ones for $3.25 Cdn each.
All of these parts came from Moss so if you have a different
source you can at least cross reference the parts with your
supplier.
In essence the whole task involves replacing 4 worn out
bushings (2 brass and 2 fibre) which are located inside the
differential…a scary thought, but actually quite easy when
you get started and follow Tom’s guidelines.
My total cost was a whopping $25.00 Cdn including postage,
for the parts….The parts also slipped under the HST radar of
the Post Office.
In addition, Tom’s instructions describe the need for an axle
puller….I simply ordered an axle nut (Moss # 125-670) which
was about $5.00 cdn and welded a tab on it to connect my
homemade impact puller to. Worked just fine.
Tom references using heat to release the wheel bearing from
the axle housing. I tried without heat…..don’t try it. I then
placed 2 propane torches (The ones used for plumbing) on
either side of the cast axle housing and within a few minutes
my axle puller brought the wheel bearing out of its housing.
Note: I also used the same method to preheat the housing
before replacing the bearing and it worked just fine. The
bearing can be tapped back into the axle housing by tapping
it gently or, if you have an over-sized socket set that has the
same diameter as the outer collar on the bearing race you can
‘drive’ it back with a couple of enthusiastic hits….either way
the important thing is to pre-heat the axle casting where the
bearing is going to ‘reside’.

If you are thinking of organizing an event for our
2015 Driving Season, please contact Jane Tully,
our Events Coordinator.
Backyard BBQ Meeting
Wed. August 5th 2015
Host: Malcolm Stanton
Sat. Aug.8, 2015 - Gathering of the Classics, Edenvale
Aerodrome
Sun. Aug. 9, 2015 - Brits On The Lake, Port Perry ON
- 9:00 am. - 4:00 pm.
Sat. Aug. 16, 2015 - Dufferin County Museum Annual
Vintage Car, Bike & Tractor Show
- Noon to 4:00 pm.
- Vendor tents, BBQ, farmer’s market, crafts & concert
by Grand River Band
- Admission by donation at the gates
Wed. Sept. 2, 2015 - Backyard BBQ Meeting,
Hosts: S. & E. Taccone
Sat. Sept. 12, 2015 - 2nd Annual Fysh Funkhana more info to follow
Hosts: D. & G. Fysh
Thurs. Sept. 17th, 2015 - The Caverners - Canada’s
Premier Beatles Show
2:00 p.m. Matinee
Sun. Sept. 20th, 2015 - 32nd Annual British Car Day,
Bronte Prov. Park
Sat. Sept. 26th, 2015 - President’s Car Run
more info to follow
Hosts: Peter Pontsa and Angela van Breemen
Sun. Oct. 5th, 2015, Toy Drive
We will be organizing a group of to go down to the Toy
Drive. More details to follow.

Tom’s instructions are excellent and I hope these additions
make your job easier. 				
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The Sponsors’ Corner

Neil Mathieson, CPA, FICB
168 Broadway, Orangeville,
Ontario L9W 1K3
519-942-2880
3045 Southcreek Road, #27
Mississauga, ON L4X 2X6
905-206-0004

Making Life Less Taxing

Neil Mathieson, Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA)
Fellow of the Institute of Canadian Bankers (FICB)

June 1st, the Toad is Back!

Come Discover

The Past Glories Of Toad Hollow!

It's a perpetual garage sale!
Vintage Toys, Games & Collectibles
Antique Furniture
Victorian Architectural Pieces
By Chance or Appointment Only!

Call David Maguire at 519-216-0138
* located at the rear of 55 Townline, Orangeville

David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in
Dufferin County Since 1984

STAHLHAMMER MOTORWORKS

Ken Stahl
MG JAGUAR TRIUMPH AUSTIN HEALEY ROVER

Work hard - Have Fun - Make Money - Help People
			
(519) 217-3791		

754542 2nd Line EHS,
Mono, L9W 5X1

			

kennerell@gmail.com

Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455 * Cell: 519.216.0138

RCR Realty, Brokerage

Independently Owned & Operated

$100.00 per annum for 1/4 page ad
specs required are 4.0” x 4.5”
$50.00 per annum for business card size
specs required are 3.5” x 2”
Sponsor to provide high resolution artwork in jpg, tiff, indd or pdf format. * a minimum of 10 issues per year will be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement placed here, please contact Jean-Louis Valade at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org
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